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About This Game

When you climb into the cockpit of the F-16 Fighting Falcon, get set for the "flight of your life" as the powerful FALCON AT
takes you streaking across the sky at 5d3b920ae0

Title: Falcon A.T.
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Spectrum Holobyte
Publisher:
Retroism
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1988

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM
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I see this title is on sale, so I thought I'd update my review. The description does not make it clear that the game runs in
DOSBox. Hell, it recommends Win 10 and a 1.8 GHz CPU. This is the original game and does not need that much power. I
don't have a working flight stick at the moment, and was hoping the game would run with the Steam Controller. I messed around
for a bit, but didn't get it working satisfactorily. You may have some luck with Steam Controller with the following instructions.
Thanks kalirion. Steam Controller for DOSBox: https://steamcommunity.com/app/353370/discussions/0/490123197951615840/
Can be mapped as keyboard+mouse. I have DOSBox, and run plenty of old software with it. For this game, the Amiga version
was vastly superior. If I going to have to mess around with an emulator, I'll go for Amiga. On Steam, I was looking for a quick
and easy way to replay a game from my youth, without having to put a lot of effort into getting it running. So, for that reason, I
don't recommend this title on Steam. If you haven't played Falcon and/or don't mind messing around with DOSBox through
Steam, by all means, get this game. It was a defining title in the flight sim genre. Original review below. I played the Amiga
version when it was new. I was interested to see Falcon titles available on Steam. I purchased on Steam so that I could use my
Steam Controller. However, the game actually launches and runs in DOSBox. The Steam Controller stick is not recognized as a
joystick and cannot be used. I tried remapping the stick to the arrow keys, but the game is unplayable with keyboard input due
to key ghosting - you can't bank and pull up at the same time. Nostalgia value, yes, however, not worth it to me, if it's run
through DOSBox with no controller support.
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